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TECHNICAL BASICS
What is a GORE-TEX®
Technical Garment?
The most durably waterproof,
windproof, breathable garment
available.
The garment fabric, chosen for its
suitability to outdoor conditions, is
manufactured by laminating the
fabric with a waterproof membrane a composite of expanded
polytetrafluoroethylene (epTFe) and
an ‘oil hating’ substance.
How Does it Work?
The GoRe-TeX® membrane has 9
billion microscopic pores per square
inch that make water and wind
penetration impossible. The pores are
20,000 times smaller than a water
droplet yet 700 times larger than
moisture vapour molecules, allowing
perspiration to escape while
preventing water penetration. The
structure of the pores makes the
membrane impermeable to wind.
How Durable are GORE-TEX®
Technical Garments?
Unbeatable. Although durability is
partially dependent on the outer
material, the construction of the
laminate and the use for which the
garment has been designed, the
waterproof membrane is remarkably
strong in proportion to its weight.
Do GORE-TEX® Technical
Garments Stay Waterproof
Permanently?
Yes. GoRe-TeX® garments remain
permanently waterproof unless the

membrane is punctured.
polytetrafluoroethylene is an inert
material which will not deteriorate
with heat or light. GoRe-TeX® fabric
exceeds the British Standard for
waterproofness after flexing* by over
100 times.
*(BS3424 part 9)
DURABILITY = SUSTAINABILITY
= VALUE FOR MONEY
The reason to choose a GoRe-TeX®
garment over an alternative can be
summed up in three words:
Value For Money. out of all the
benefits of choosing GoRe-TeX®
garments, from unbeatable all
weather performance to employee
feel good factor from the use of a
premium brand, the exceptional
durability of GoRe-TeX® garment
performance is what makes the
difference for industrial buyers across
the globe.
The extended sustained through-life
performance of GoRe-TeX® garments
compared to alternatives with a
smaller upfront price tag provides
exceptional savings in the long term
compared to the replacement costs
for other garments.
This value for money with unbeaten
performance is what has made the
GoRe-TeX® brand famous
throughout the world - a bye-word
for premium outdoor performance and the brand of choice for police,
defence, emergency and industrial
users worldwide.

GoRe-TeX®, WInDSToppeR®, GoRe® and designs are registered trademarks
of W.l. Gore and Associates.
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FABRIC TESTING AND SELECTION
Gore puts all its fabrics through representative
field-tests using state-of the-art, in-house quality
assured fabric and garment testing facilities.
The GoRe-TeX® membrane is completely and
permanently waterproof. A droplet of water is
around 20,000 times larger than each pore in the
GoRe-TeX® membrane and therefore is too large
to get through.
en 343 is the en norm for waterproof clothing.
Under this norm clothing may be described as
waterproof if it withstands the pressure of a
column of water 1.3 metres high. however, greater
pressures occur in use when kneeling or sitting, or
wearing a harness.
even in extreme conditions, the GoRe-TeX®
membrane lets no water through, and you will stay
dry. To test its fabrics for wear resistance,

GORE-TEX® FABRICS
The GoRe-TeX® membrane is
bonded to high performance
textiles to create laminated
fabrics. Gore then applies
different laminates to a wide
range of performance textiles to
tailor fabrics to the specific
requirements of the end user.
Water cannot penetrate the
membrane because it is made
up of millions of micropores,
which are too small to allow a
water droplet to pass through.
however, the microporous
structure aids the body’s
natural cooling process by
allowing moisture vapour to
escape - making the fabric
breathable. The result is the
wearer stays dry, warm and
comfortable.
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GoRe-TeX® utilises the proven Martindale abrasion
test to ensure maximum waterproof and abrasion
resistance.
To stay comfortable and dry GoRe-TeX® products
don’t just need waterproof laminates but also
sealed seams. For this manufacturers use seam
tape and welding machines specially developed by
Gore. This ensures that GoRe-TeX® clothing is
always completely waterproof.

2-LAYER
GORE-TEX® FABRIC

3-LAYER
GORE-TEX® FABRIC

GoRe-TeX® 2-layer fabric offers
a soft and light fabric which
provides the wearer with
extreme breathable comfort as
well as waterproof protection.
This is achieved by the highly
breathable GoRe-TeX®
membrane being bonded to an
outer layer of fabric which is
often protected by a freehanging inner lining material. It
is used in light to medium
applications.

GoRe-TeX® outer protective
clothing generally consists of
3-layer fabric: a robust, durable
outer fabric layer and a
wear resistant lining with the
GoRe-TeX® membrane used as
the middle layer; thereby
making the clothing windproof,
waterproof and breathable.
It is used in medium to harder
end use applications and where
the garment needs to be selflined.
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